
MAPPING OF COURSE OUTCOMES WITH PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POs) and
OGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)
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T 22UCtt01 I ntegra ted
Professional
English

o1
Understand the concepts of

3rammar to improve communication,
"eading, and writing skills

:o2 )emonstrate required knowledge over
)os and Don'ts of speaking in the
:orporate context. Demonstrate a bility
:o face formal situations / interactions.

co3 Jnderstand the varieties of reading
lnd comprehend the tone and style
rf the author. Skim and scan

:ffectively and appreciate rhetorical
levices

2

:o4 Apply the concepts of writing to draft
:orporate letters, emails, and memos

2 ,)r L1 1 nt Mathematics
for Computer
Science

toL
Jnderstand fundamental concepts to
;olve problems of matrices

L

o2
Demonstrate differential calculus,

Cifferentiation rules and identify a
method for solving and interpreting the
results.

az

lo3 Develop physical laws and relations
mathematically in the form of
second/higher order d ifferentia I

equations and identify a method for
solving and interpreting the results.

:o4
\pply partial differential equations and

dentify method for solving PDE's

3 22CAttO1 Programmin5
Solving
Through
Programmin6

:o1
lxplain different concepts of C
rrogramming, used to create programs,

:o2
)iscuss about different data types and

:ontrol structures

:o3
)emonstrate the working of functions,
rrrays and pointers

ao4
dentify the working of different file
randling methods

O5
:valuate programs using basic and

rdvanced concepts of C language
2
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4. 22CALLO2 Computer
Organization &
Architecture

:o1
Explain different logic gates and K-maps

rf variable length

:o2 Discuss the functionality of
combinational and sequential circuits

to3 Demonstrate the working of registers

in computer organization and

desisn

ao4 )rganize the working of micro
rrogrammed controland CPU with
"Yremorv organization

L

5 ,?r trnnnc Ecology &
Environment
(Bs2)

:o1
Jnderstanding the importance of
:nvironmental education and

:onservation of natural resources

:o2 :rstanding the Ecosystems,biodiversity
rnd their

lo3 Jndersta nd global Environmental
ssues, pollution

:o4 Jnderstand the knowledge on solid
il/aste management, disaster
Tanagement and EIA process

o 22CALLO3 Essentials of
lnformation
Iechnology

o1
Jnderstand the architectural design of a

:omputer, hardware peripherals and

rarious concepts of Operating systems

:o2 lutline Programming fundamentals and

Jser interface designs

to3 iummarize the fundamentals of
lomouter networks.

:o4 lonstruct Softwa re attributes,
ipecifications and Software
lequirement Specification Document

o5
Analyze and Explore data through Word
Processing, Spreadsheet applications
and Presentations
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7 22UCL20t English

Proficiency
(Hss2)

301
)emonstrating d ifferent interpersona I

;kills for employability.

ao2 )istinguishing Business essential skills
2

lo3 Slassifying social media and

:orporate communication skills.

o4 \pplying analytical thinking skills.

8 22C4t205 Operating
System :o1

:xplain overview of Operating System

tnd basic Operating svstems

:o2 Discover Process state and scheduling
with different algorithms

:o3 \pply Process Synchronization and Dead

ock prevention and avoidance.

:o4 )rganize various paging concepts and it:
rlgorithms

9 22CAt20( Data Structures
:o1

ixplain various data structures and
'Yremory management of different
:ypes of data structure.

ao2
iummarize the working of linear data
;tructure like Link list, Stack and Queue

:o3 )ompare linear and non-linear data
;tructu re

:o4 Summarize the working of different
searching technique and sorting
technique and their application.

:os :valuate programs to demonstrate the
'unctionality of different data
;tructures, sorting algorithms, searching
rlgorithms, etc.
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10 22C4t201 Object
Oriented
Programming

to1
Jnderstand the behaviour of programs

nvolving the basic programming

ronstructs of Java.

2

ao2
Explain the concept of class and objects
with access control to represent real
,ruorld entities.

o3 ldentify the different predefined

classes and methods in packages

2

:o4 \pply thread concepts to establish
jevelop inter process communication

lo5 )evelop applications using java

roncepts.

L1 22CAtzt( Database
Management
Systems

lo1
)emonstrate the importance of creating
rnd maintaining an error free database.

aa2
Apply different SQL commands to
nanipulate a database

lo3 \pply normalization methods in
lata base

:o4 \pply transaction concepts in a databas< L

o5 lreate database tables and manipulate
:hem using SQL queries

t2 ,)rL1)nc Web and
Social Media
Iechnologies

:o1
Understand semantics of web page, its
:lements and attributes.

:o2 f,utline the basic concepts of CSS and
rtilize them for making of static web
3ages.

ro3
)emonstrate the various social media

rlatforms and their usages
2

:o4 Jnderstand the usage of outcasts of
;ocial media

:o5 )evelop web pages using HTML, CSS and
nakes use of social media platforms for
:reating accounts.

L
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13 22CAZLO1 Software
Engineering :o1

)emonstrate the requirement of
;oftware development for various
rpplications.

ca2
:xplain how to reduce the complexity to
:ransition from one phase in software
levelooment to another.

:o3 iummarize different testing concepts L z

:o4 )evelop and manage a software
ievelopment project

L4 ,)c L)1 1 ( Mobite
Application
Developmenl

lo1
lxplain various concepts of mobile
rrogramming that make it unique from
:rogramming for
rther platforms.

:o2 3lassify mobile applications on their
Jesign pros and cons

co3
Jtilize rapid prototyping techniques to
jesign and develop sophisticated mobile
nterfaces,

o4 lummarize mobile applications for the
\ndroid operating system that use basic

rnd advanced phone features.

:o5 Evaluate applications to the Android
marketplace for distribution.

15 22CA2tt1 Computer
Networks lo1

)emonstrate how to establish a

:onnection among various devices.
lxplain the different networking
loncepts and devices that are used

:oday for establishing connectivity.

o2
)utline the functionalities of different
retwork protocols

:o3 lxplain different WAN technologies,
:opologies and other basic networking
:oncepts.

ao4
lhow how to troubleshoot a network.

HOD-CSA
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16 ,)? L)117 Web
Development
using Python

:o1
Jnderstand basic programming skills in
:ore Python

:o2 \pply basic principles of Python
rrogramming language

o3 Solve database and GUI applications.

:o4 Develop program Python
a pplications

:o5 lvaluate the skill of designing
3raphical user Interfaces in Python

L7 22UCzt0i Design
Thinking &
Innovation
(Hss3)

:o1
Understand the importance of Design
!hinking process for contextua lized
rroblems

:o2
\nalyze, define, and ideate for solutions

lo3
)evelop and test the prototype made

ao4
:xplore the fundamentals of
lntrepreneurship skills for transforming
:he challenge into an opportunity

18 22CA21,C7 Sloud

\rchitecture lo1
3lassify cloud computing importance
rnd services

o2 lelate cloud services & models.

ro3 xplain Virtualization and its
pplications.

I

co4 \pply cloud services using web services
lloud to utilize cloud resources.

:os
r/leasuie various cloud services using
veb services Cloud for building and
leploying applications.

z
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119
l22cA21D1 I Data

lWarehousing
| & Mining

lo1 Jnderstand stages in building a Data
//a rehouse

o2 Apply pre-processing techniques for
Jata cleaning

:o3 \nalyze and evaluate performance of
llgorithms for Association Rules.

:o4 \nalyze Classification and Clustering
rlgorithms

2

o5 [valuate mining techniques like
:lassification, clustering and
lssociation rules on data obiects

l22c^21A1

Artificial
Intelligence lo1

lntroduction to Al, Understand about
ntelligence, knowledge and Artificial
ntelligence, techniques of Al as a State
;pace search, Production Systems.

02 lProblem solving by Search, Heuristic

lSearch, Randomized search techniques

land Finding Optimal paths

L

o3 Application of the appropriate
'nethodologies for problem
Jecompositions, planning and constraint
lata constra int satisfactions.

2

o4 Understand Knowledge Representation
using Predicate Logic, Representing
Knowledge using Rules, Semantic Nets,

lq!es and Conceptual dependencies.

Z

305
Experiment the theoretical concepts to
:onduct various experiments on Search
fechniques and Language
lepresentation and processing using Al

1

2L l22CA2ilt
lEssentials 

of
o1

Explain the fundamental principles of
Internet Of Things with Raspberry pl

:o2 iummarize knowledge in OSI Network
-ayers and versions of internet protocolr

o3
f,utline IOT design components

:o4 Understand IOT technologies and
Ceployment models

:o5 :valuate and establish communication
rmong IOT devices

I
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22 22UCztO! Essential Life
skills (HSS4) :o1

Jpdating grammar concepts and
"eceptive skills to demonstrate in

rlacement tests

:o2 Enhancing their Self-awareness and

character to be confident during the
lnterview.

lo3 )istinguishing different styles a nd

'orms of writing skills and using them
ruhile documentins

:o4
\ble to present and communicate
:hemselves effectively during
liscussions.

L

23 22UC001( Universal
Human
Values &
Professional
Ethics

:o1
lealize and Understand the basic

rspiration, harmony in the human being

o2
Envisage the roadmap to fulfill the basic
aspiration of human beings.

:o3
Analyze the profession and his role in

lhis existence

:o4
Understand the profession and his role
in this existence

24 22C422L3 Java Full
Stack

Developmenl

lo1
\pply JDBC APl, JUnit Testing
:ramework and XML Concepts to build
lonsole and Web Applications

o2 lolve Servlets, JSP, Hibernate, Spring
rnd Spring Boot to build web
rpplications and Enterprise Level

r pplications.

lo3 Analyze the design of linear data
;tructures for real world problems

o4 \nalyze alternate algorithm techniques
:o solve optimization related problems
n the real-world scenario.

:o5 Evaluate applications using JDBC and JSP
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25 l22CA221t loblect
Oriented
Analysis &
Design

o1
rnderstand the fundamentals of obiect
nodeling

:o2 understand and differentiate Unified
Process from other approaches.

:o3 Sompare static and dynamic UML
jiagrams with implementation.

:o4 )evelop the software design with
lesign patterns.

o5 :valuate the software against its
'eq uirements specification

t6 22CA22C2 Cloud
Information
Security

co1
Explain importance of Information
Security in the Cloud Context

co2 )emonstrate various concepts of cloud
;ecurity

:o3 )evelop the cloud vulnerabilities and
:hreats

2

co4 dentify how cloud and Security works in
r seamless model

2

co5 Measure Cloud lnformation security
issue in Cloud Computing

2

27 l22CA22D2 lStatistics for
lData Science :o1

Explain the basic concepts of statistics
and explains the various methods of
descriptive data collection and analysis

ao2
Show the probability distribution of a
tandom variable, based on real-world
;ituation, and use it to compute
:xpectation and variance

aL

lo3 lonstruct the linear and non-linear
'egression lines for the given data.

o4 Apply basic concepts of statistics and
:xplains the various methods of
Jescriptive data collection and analysis

ro5
Vleasure Statistical data using SPSS or
Vlinitab tools

/-
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t28 l22CA22At

lData 
Mining in

lBusiness
I

llntelligence

:o1
Explain the concepts of Business
ntelligence and data warehouse

co2 iummarize trends in data warehousing
rnd data Mining

L

co3 f,utline classification, Cleaning and
iescription of Data Mining and know
ruhere they apply in Business

z

ao4 Apply basic concepts, Market basket
rnalysis and algorithm and

lenerating rules

L 2

cos lstimate Business Intelligence data
rsing data mining methods

z

,e 2CA22t2 Microprocessor
tnd
Vlicrocontrolter

co1
Jnderstanding the architecture and
nstruction set of 8086 microprocessor

ao2
tify a detailed software and hardware
;tructure of the microprocessor.

o3 $la**'ir"*t* h*w th* *iH*rc:,*+:
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/-

co4 Analyze merits and demerits of various
rpplications of the microprocessors

a

305
Evaluate applications of microprocessor
3086 instruction set

I I L

l'' Jzzrmoss

RMAN

o1

Jnderstand the German language, with
3reeting wishes, alphabets and numbers
earning.

ao2

3omprehend the German articles and
:onjugation with present, past and
'uture tense

2

lo3

Characterize to build a sentence with
;uitable prepositions, questions, and
cossessive pronouns, and the
mportance of four

L

o4

Understand about how to move in
cublic places, such as shopping centres,
'estaurants, tourist places, etc, and
rreparation of them for German 41
evelexamination

t
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"l'** 
1

corporate
Readiness

Skills(HSS7) co1

Understand the importance of business
:orrespondence and utilize proper
'ormat, content, and tools for improved
'esu lts.

2

o2

Apply the techniques of writing and use
standardized business vocabulary in
formalcommunication.

2

o3

Understand the properties of
numbers, solving the problems on
divisibility rules, unit's digit,
remainders, averages. Using the
:oncept of Allegations, solving the
croblems on mixtures.
Jnderstanding the concept of surface
rreas and volumes, solving the 2D &
3D figures.

z

"o4

Understand the three dimensions of
a cube and answer questions pC)5 2
Based on the concept of 3-D rotation.
Jnderstand the concept of Binary
-ogic and the techniques used

I

I
frthical
lHacking

lDemonstrate the concepts and types of:o 1 
frtnicat Hackinglaz.LArJ.Lr

1

o2 )emonstrate tools to create hack in
rcena rios

)

CO 3 lModel how to perform web hacking 7 2

co4 Develop report writing and mitigation L

30s Evaluate the components of ethical
racking using tools and techniques

2 2 z 1a L

l" fzzcnaro:
lMachine
lLearning

lo1
rnderstand the basic concepts of
;tatistical learning methods and models

o2 understand the importance of
supervised learning in classifying class
abels for prediction

a
Z

:o3 dentify different algorithms related to
:lassification techn iq ues

2

ao4
Develop assumptions in estimating
"egression coefficients using OLS

nethod

2

to5 Ivaluate applications using classification
:echniques
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3t 22CA3Ll3

lElectronics
fand 

Sensor

lTechnoloSV

o1
Understand the role of sensor and
rctuators in real time aspects and
\nalog and Digital Actuators.

:o2 lonstruct the role of signal conditioning
:ircuits and lmpedance Matching circuits

co3 Understand different generation of
sensors for the development of loT
cased Networks

:o4 \nalyze the role of different Energy
Tanagement in loT

L I

lo5 :valuate loT application with sensors
rnd actuators

/-

13s l22CA32Ct Cloud Web
iervices 301

Summarize the model of Cloud
3omputing As A Service

co2
llustrate the Networking Basics requirec
'or cloud services

z

co3
)emonstrate the Control of workflow in
:loud services

L

ao4
lxplain the method of fault tolerance in
:loud

2 2

co5 Experiment with the AWS Cloud 2 2

lso ,7rL?)nt
lBig Data
Analytics 301

understand the basic concept of
ligData, different types of Data

:o2 ;nderstand architecture of Hadoop and
iARz

o3 Cutline Processing and Storage Layer of
ladoop, internal concept of MapReduce

2

2

o4 Demonstrate the concept of Master and
Slave Architecture

L

:o5 :valuate cluster management using
rARN

- l='-t-€.tU
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xplain the RPA Foundations and RpA

nderstand the Process Methodologies
nd Requirements for RpA Environment

rate the Process and
thodology of BOT Development.

ine the Deployment, Monitoring
Data Preparation

mplementation of BOT Development
rocess and Verification using the
PA Tools [Ut Path].
xplain loT, Enabling Technologies,
IoTWF) Standardized Architecture. Core
oT Functional Stack, Functional blocks
f an loT ecosystem, Sensors, Actuators,

t Objects and Connecting Smart

lustrating loT Protocols, physical and
layers, Security of IEEE 802.1.5.4,

.11ah and Lora WAN, Network
r, Application Transport Methods

emonstrating loT Design and
t, Overview of loT

upported Hardware, loT applications in
me, infrastructures, buildings,

, Industries, Home appliances
ving and Scheduling loT Data
lytics. loT Data Analytics Challenges,

rganizing in loT/M2M, Supporting
rvices-Computing Using a Cloud
atform for loT/M2M

lications/Services

valuate IOT Applications

2CA32Cs nderstand the basic concept of hybrid

lication
nderstand the management of hybrid

ud in terms of development and

an the establishment of hybrid plan

y the usage of Azure as a platform

valuate Applications using AWS cloud
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alization
the need of visualization

xplain Static Graphical Techniques

pply Multivariate Graphical

del the concept of Graphical
alidation and customization

luate programs on data
isualization using Tableau or.luypter

xplain the concepts of perception, Back
ropagation, PCA, Singular Value

pare Autoencoders, Regularization,
enoising, Convolutional Neural
etworks,

ruct Long Short Term Memory
TM) Restricted Boltzmann Machines,

Deep Dream, GRtl, Neural style transfer,
d Markov models, Markov networks.
kov chains, Variational

utoencoders, Autoregressive Models,
nd Generative Adversarial Networks

plement basic neural networks,
imization algorithms, engine vector

ecomposition, various types of
utoencoders, batch normalization,
nvolutional neural networks

2CA32t5

mbedded
anding the key features of

bedded systems

nderstanding the Hardware
undamentals of Embedded svstems

omprehending muftithreaded
rograms an arduino software package
nder Linux platform

lying the peripheral interfacing in
bedded system environment

valuate and develop a applications of
mbedded systems
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